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Can’t remind Xiao Feng at this time?

This is tantamount to exposing yourself!

There is nothing she can do.

I can only pray that Xiao Feng is not found.

After Gong Qianqiu did everything, he immediately hid.

Start preparing for what to do if Levi Garrison finds out.

Advertisement

Gong Qianqiu was extremely worried about this matter, and the cold sweat kept
breaking out.

Waiting for the final outcome of this…

When he was worried, Levi Garrison had already arrived at the base camp.

“Boss, Master, you are back…”

Advertisement

Everyone started to say hello.

“Go, get everyone together!”

Levi Garrison said with a cold face.
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“Ah? What’s wrong?”

Although everyone was curious, they listened to Levi Garrison’s words and all
began to gather.

Soon, everyone gathered together.

Levi Garrison looked at them and said, “I believe in all of you, just as you believe
in me!”

After hearing this, everyone felt that something was wrong.

Because Levi Garrison has never said such words.

Advertisement

Especially Xiao Feng’s heart skipped a beat, and he was startled.

“Boss, we all know this, no need to say it!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) said.

“Yes, what happened to the boss, you said!”

Everyone urged.

“My whereabouts in the Eternal Kingdom were leaked, and it was known to
outsiders! After receiving the news, the Town Demon Division immediately
removed the North Pavilion!”

Levi Garrison said.

As soon as the words came out.

The pot exploded directly in the field.

“How? Boss, only we know your whereabouts!”

“And how long have you been gone? Did the message get out?”

“Could it be that it was leaked by our own people?”

…



Everyone began to discuss, and began to suspect each other.

But discussions come and go, everyone is reliable.

There can be no one who leaked the whereabouts.

No one will betray.

Everyone is sure of this.

Ok?

Leak whereabouts?

Xiao Feng’s face suddenly changed.

When it comes to leaking Master’s whereabouts, he is one of them.

But he just told Gong Qianqiu, not anyone else.

Gong Qianqiu is his woman, and this is his own.

impossible!

Levi Garrison continued: “It must not have been leaked intentionally by our own
people! I am sure of this!”

Hearing Levi Garrison’s words, a touch of emotion flashed in everyone’s eyes.

They believe in Levi Garrison, just as Levi Garrison believes in them! ! !

“But I guess someone among us leaked it out unintentionally! After all, we are
still in contact with the outside world and with the town magician! Unintentional
leaking of this situation must be very likely!”

“And not far from our base camp, there are spies from all over the world. I
suspect there may be unintentional leaks! Everyone think about it!”

“While I was out, did you have contact with anyone outside? Give me a
thought…”

Levi Garrison said.

Everyone started trying to remember.

Levi Garrison said so.

Xiao Feng was a little flustered.



Although he firmly believes that Gong Qianqiu will never be such a person!

She is her own!

Just as important as Master!

Absolutely not!

But now if he told Gong Qianqiu, it would be equivalent to exposing her.

It was nothing to be called an enemy.

Xiao Feng was a little nervous.

Zoey Lopez suggested: “Everyone who has left the base camp during this time
should stand up, so that the screening will be more accurate!”

“what?”

Hearing this, Xiao Feng became more and more nervous.

After all, I went out myself.

Still many people know.

All the others stood up straight.

Xiao Feng seemed to be very guilty, but he stood up bravely.

If he said that he was twitching again, it would be exposed.

Zoey Lopez said: “You all talk about who you met when you went out, what you
talked about, and in a little more detail…”
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The other people calmly explained what they had done and who they had met.

As for Xiao Feng, he became more and more flustered.
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Still, he kept his composure and made an effort to think about something.

He must not be exposed.

Hold on!

Be sure to hold on!

Advertisement

He felt as if everyone was looking at him.

He kept his head down thinking.

Soon the other dozen people explained everything one by one.

Only Xiao Feng was left.

Advertisement

But it is impossible for the information or characters spoken by these dozen
people to leak information.

And it’s all documented.

Since these people are not.

Then there is only one Xiao Feng left.

It can only be that he leaked Levi Garrison’s whereabouts.

Everyone’s eyes were focused on Xiao Feng.

Xiao Feng was extremely nervous.

Do you want to tell Gong Qianqiu?

Can not be done!



Advertisement

She can’t be exposed for the time being.

Once exposed, they will definitely be regarded as enemies by Master and the
others.

That’s a dilemma for yourself.

Certainly not exposed.

wrong!

Now this situation…

Xiao Feng suddenly thought of something.

Finished calling.

Everyone just finished explaining.

Justified, everything can be checked.

Now everyone has no possibility of revealing their whereabouts.

Then only you are left.

Master’s whereabouts will not be revealed for no reason.

own words…

He only told Gong Qianqiu!

Is it really Gong Qianqiu?

A terrible thought came to mind.

In a short time, only Gong Qianqiu knew about this.

It is entirely possible for her to reveal the information.

ah?

A thought here.



Xiao Feng immediately broke out in a cold sweat.

no!

I definitely can’t doubt Gong Qianqiu!

People have given themselves to you, but you are doubting them.

Xiao Feng, you are not human!

Even if it is anyone, it is impossible for Gong Qianqiu!

There is absolutely no way she can!

This is not the case at all.

Do you still doubt Gong Qianqiu?

Is it human?

You swore that last time!

I will never doubt Gong Qianqiu again!

how come?

Gong Qianqiu is now incomparably holy in his mind.

There is no room for him to have any doubts!

Once there is doubt, that is the injury to Gong Qianqiu!

Leave these thoughts behind.

Absolutely impossible!

This is her own woman!

how come?

“Xiao Feng???”

Suddenly Levi Garrison’s voice sounded.

Xiao Feng woke up.

“Ah? Master!”



This time, everyone in the audience stared at Xiao Feng.

He is the only one left.

There is no possibility of anyone else’s whereabouts being leaked.

And only Xiao Feng went out…

Who else but him? ? ?

“Xiao Feng, tell me! Who did you meet after you went out… Think carefully about
whether anyone has leaked it! And what did you do when you went out, tell them
all!”

Levi Garrison asked.

Xiao Feng first explained what he was doing.

The main purpose is to check some movements of the town magician.

Roughly said what Gong Qianqiu told him.

None of this is a problem.

“Then who did you mainly meet?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“This…I saw…”

Xiao Feng told several friends that Zhen Mosi knew before.

These are what many people know.

In particular, they were familiar with Azure Dragon (Qinglong) before.

“Is there none?”

Levi Garrison looked at Xiao Feng and asked.

For some reason, he felt a little abnormal.

It always feels like something is wrong.

Xiao Feng’s brain is running fast, and now he must not reveal any clues.

Otherwise, it will be seen through at once.



Seeing Levi Garrison staring straight at him, Xiao Feng said decisively: “No! It’s
just these people!”

“Then there is no one here, it doesn’t feel like the information leaked by our
people!”

Zoey Lopez said.

But Levi Garrison still stared at Xiao Feng.
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That look seemed to have seen through Xiao Feng’s soul.

Xiao Feng felt fear and nervousness inexplicably.

Is the master doubting himself?

Mainly he has a ghost!

“Xiao Feng, a digression! You can always find out the relevant information of the
Town Demon Division, including the list of bone masters! I want to ask how you
found it? What channels are there, or who are there to help you or something like
that? …”

Levi Garrison asked.

Advertisement

“boom!”

Xiao Feng’s head was about to explode.

At this moment, he felt that his whole body was about to explode.

Levi Garrison had never asked this question before, because he felt that Xiao
Feng had this ability.
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Advertisement

But now this situation makes him have to guard.

Did Xiao Feng take advantage of it?

That’s why it was necessary to find out how Xiao Feng got in touch with the
people from Zhen Mosi and how to obtain information.

what to do?

what to do?

The information I found was all given by Gong Qianqiu.

If you check it hard, you can definitely find Gong Qianqiu’s head.

Even said that this thing is too good to check.

As long as Levi Garrison was serious and took this matter out to investigate, he
would never escape.

Advertisement

If it is found out, it is Gong Qianqiu.

It is even more unclear.

It’s a nail in the coffin!

Anyone would regard Gong Qianqiu as an enemy.

Now how to do?

Do you want to expose Gong Qianqiu?

Can you tell me directly about your relationship with Gong Qianqiu?

If you say that Gong Qianqiu is his own woman, he may avoid it for the time
being.



But next, Master must focus on inquiries.

Although everyone didn’t say it, they might regard Gong Qianqiu as someone
who took advantage of him.

This is what Xiao Feng does not want to see.

What he hopes is that everyone can accept Gong Qianqiu and treat her as a
family.

It’s just that this kind of thing won’t happen due to the relationship between
Zhen Mosi and them.

what should we do?

“Huh? What’s wrong? Is there something wrong?”

Seeing Xiao Feng’s delay in speaking, everyone stared at him.

There must be something wrong with this.

“Master! I remembered!”

Suddenly, Xiao Feng exclaimed.

“I met people from Zhen Mosi after I went out, and I bragged in front of them!”

When Xiao Feng said this, everyone looked over and said, “Huh?”

“When I went to inquire about the information, many people still recognized me!
They also said that we were in danger, and the Suppression Division did not say
anything! That eternal kingdom is also extremely difficult to deal with! Waiting
for our end is only death…”

“Then I brag, saying that Master is invincible in the world, and he is not afraid of
anything! Anything from the Eternal Kingdom of the Demon Suppression Division
must be settled one by one!”

“They definitely don’t believe it! But I directly said that Master is going to the
Eternal Kingdom now and will destroy the Eternal Kingdom!”

“My friends won’t leak it, someone else should have heard it!”

Xiao Feng also responded quickly.

He even gave a reason temporarily.

In fact, everyone can doubt his reason, and they will doubt it.



But the key point is that he took the responsibility for this matter on himself.

It’s useless for you to doubt.

He himself admitted that the whereabouts were leaked out by him.

I have to say this is a really good reason.

You doubt, but you cannot doubt.

Because the facts are set!

“It’s all my fault! I leaked Master’s whereabouts!”

Xiao Feng blamed himself.

“It’s all my fault for being too high-profile! No matter where I go, I don’t take
anyone from the Demon Suppression Division in the eyes! I will say anything!
After all, we are not afraid! We are upright!”

Xiao Feng continued.

“Well, it’s okay, now we all know what’s going on!”

Levi Garrison said.

Although Xiao Feng just behaved abnormally.

But he would not doubt Xiao Feng!

He doesn’t doubt anyone around him.

No one will betray you!

This, Levi Garrison believes.

So he didn’t have to think about it anymore!

At first, what he thought was that Xiao Feng and the others leaked out
unintentionally.
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In fact, this is also the fault of Gong Qianqiu.

Hand over “self” to Xiao Feng and become Xiao Feng’s woman.

This made Xiao Fenghui go crazy, and he would go to protect her desperately.

Even if you take everything on yourself, you will never let Gong Qianqiu be
exposed.

After all, Gong Qianqiu is now the most important person in his mind.

The status has surpassed Levi Garrison.

Advertisement

If Gong Qianqiu hadn’t given himself to Xiao Feng.

Maybe Xiao Feng will think calmly, doubt Gong Qianqiu, and even expose Gong
Qianqiu.

This is also what Gong Qianqiu didn’t think of.

After making yourself a Xiao Feng woman, it will bring such benefits.

Advertisement

Before, between Levi Garrison and Gong Qianqiu, Xiao Feng still favored Levi
Garrison slightly.

And at this moment, doubts about Gong Qianqiu appeared in his mind.

If it was before, he would probably have said it, and even went to investigate it
himself.

“Everyone should be careful in the future. If I’m not here and the enemy comes,
you should take care of yourselves.”
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“It’s best to hide in our underground base. This is our life-saving trick. You must
not leak this underground base to anyone!”

Levi Garrison reminded.

As soon as the words came out.

Xiao Feng’s heart skipped a beat.

He had already exposed this place to Gong Qianqiu.

Advertisement

Fortunately, Gong Qianqiu is his own, so don’t be afraid.

Said the same as said nothing.

It seems that we need to speed up the solution, so that Qianqiu can meet Master
and the others as soon as possible.

But he has a question – who leaked the whereabouts of the master?

Miya Chiaki is impossible!

He is certain of this.

Just as Levi Garrison believed him.

Not even considered.

“Well, alright, next, everyone should have less contact with the people from the
Zhenmo Division! The Zhenmo Division is about to attack us in all directions!”

Levi Garrison warned.

Leaving from the base camp, he came to the North Pavilion again.

Because the North Pavilion’s intelligence team had already found the person he
was looking for.

“Okay, take me to see it!”

Levi Garrison set off immediately after arriving at the North Pavilion.



“Ok?”

“All dead?”

Soon, after finding the first person, everyone was stunned.

This person and related characters are all dead.

Not a single live was left.

Soon, find the second person.

The result is the same.

All the people involved are dead.

The third.

the fourth.

…

All the people I was looking for died tragically.

And their relationship network is also extinct.

Not a single clue remains.

“Hey, we came a step late, and we didn’t gain anything at all!”

Several people in the North Pavilion sighed.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Who said there is no harvest?”

“Ok?”

Everyone else looked at Levi Garrison suspiciously.

Don’t know what it means?

“Looking at this trace, they should have just finished killing people, and they
even had time to destroy the corpse! Only one step ahead of us!”

Levi Garrison said.



Someone in the North Pavilion reacted immediately and couldn’t help but say:
“Boss Ye, do you mean that the forces that killed these people are around?
Otherwise, they wouldn’t be that fast!”

“Well, that’s right! Don’t think about it, it’s the people from the nearby Town
Demon Division! It’s impossible for other forces to be so fast, and it’s only one
step ahead of us. The most important thing is that they are familiar with these
people.”

Levi Garrison said.

Now it has been determined that this force is in the town of magic.

Levi Garrison said: “You will put together the location of the six people involved
in the accident, and see which one is the closest to the Suppressing Demon
Division?”

Everyone in the North Pavilion immediately checked.

Soon the answer came out: “From the place where these six people and related
personnel died, the closest force to the town of demons is the West Pavilion.
Although it is now unified, most of the people in the West Pavilion are still in the
West Pavilion!”

“Only the masters of the West Pavilion can kill these people one step ahead of us,
and then hide them. It is difficult for other forces to do so!”
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“However, this possibility is not ruled out. If they take risks, they can still do it!”

Several people in the North Pavilion analyzed.

Levi Garrison smiled.

Judging from his multiple judgments, the members of this group should be all
over the entire town magic division.

Only by all-round penetration can we achieve a control.

But these forces act cautiously and will never act blindly.
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Advertisement

Not to take risks.

Therefore, it was definitely the people from the West Pavilion who killed these
people.

Even the leader behind the forces that Levi Garrison was looking for was in the
West Pavilion.

Levi Garrison came to the West Pavilion without saying a word.

Advertisement

Of course it came in secret.

He wanted to see who the West Pavilion was?

It’s just that everything is normal in the West Pavilion.

Rao was Levi Garrison’s investigation for a long time, but there was no clue or
gain.

“Huh? Something’s wrong!”

The West Pavilion is the closest comprehensive location. It is normal to run to the
West Pavilion to hide after killing someone for the first time.

But it shouldn’t be so normal, no clues are left.

Here’s what’s not right.

After all, the time is too short, they have no time to clean up, leaving some
traces.

Advertisement



Now this situation can only illustrate one problem – maybe this group of forces
itself is based on the West Pavilion.

The mastermind is in the West Pavilion.

To do all this without leaving any clues.

If he hid in the West Pavilion in a panic, he would definitely find out.

Of course there is another possibility!

The hundreds of people who just died were all killed by one person.

This man is extremely powerful.

Kill everyone in an instant.

In this case, it is possible to be one step ahead of him.

And if you are alone, it is also very good to hide.

Besides, the strength of those who died is not low.

If a large number of masters are sent to kill, it is estimated that a lot of traces
will be left on the scene.

And Levi Garrison has seen the traces of the scene, and they are basically instant
kills, and there is no trace of resistance and fighting.

Now he judges that there is a high probability that one person will kill it directly.

After Levi Garrison came back, he warned everyone in the North Pavilion.

“Focus on Xige!”

“Next, you will secretly investigate the Xige to see who is possible, and give me
the list!”

Several people in the North Pavilion also smiled.

“Brother Ye, we just got the news. It turned out that just a while ago, Shen
Tianjian suddenly ordered all the major factions to stand by, and no one can go
out. But they found that someone in the West Pavilion went out… specific We
are still checking the list…”

“This decision was actually made in a hurry, which caught everyone by surprise!
Now that so many people have died, it is estimated that the God and Heaven
Supervisor will investigate!”



Hearing this message, Levi Garrison also smiled.

“Hahaha… This force never thought of exposing so much…”

Levi Garrison actually wanted to thank the person who leaked his whereabouts,
which turned out to be a favorable clue.

Let the opponent make frequent mistakes and leave clues again and again.

He has a high probability of locking the West Pavilion now.

It was made by a master in the West Pavilion.

To be able to kill these people before him, then it shows that the strength is very
strong, at least it is one of the best in the West Pavilion.

It is estimated that it is comparable to the Three Saints of the North Pavilion.

This is actually very good to check.

But Levi Garrison was afraid that some people would hide their strength.

Obviously the strength is against the sky, but in fact he is a nobody.

You won’t notice at all.

However, if we can find out who was out in the West Pavilion during this time,
there is still hope.

“What about these corpses, Mr. Ye?”

The people from the North Pavilion asked.

“I guess Shentianjian realizes that there is another power. After all, they have
been exposed this time. Send these corpses to Shentianjian! Let them check too, I
don’t want to give this power any room to survive!”

Levi Garrison arranged.

At this moment, Gong Qianqiu is in the West Pavilion.

She killed all those people just now.

“It’s dangerous, I was almost discovered!”

“Levi Garrison is chasing so tight!”
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One thing after another was worrying her.

Xiao Feng is exposed or not, don’t you know?

As a result, those who have been in contact with the eternal kingdom have
already been targeted.

Although she guessed before, it has been arranged to kill everyone.

But he never thought that Levi Garrison would find him so quickly.

As a last resort, she could only go out in person and kill everyone.

Advertisement

If she kills the people she arranged before, she will definitely be caught by Levi
Garrison.

In this way, she was almost a step slower.

If it weren’t for her strength now, she would be captured by Levi Garrison on the
spot.

She hid in the West Pavilion, and felt that Levi Garrison had definitely come to
her.

Advertisement

Fortunately, these six people’s comprehensive location is closest to the West
Pavilion, and she is familiar with everything about the West Pavilion.

Otherwise, it will definitely be exposed.
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“What? Shen Tianjian is so fast? Are you starting to make a list?”

Gong Qianqiu panicked.

Who would have thought that the Shentianjian would be so fast.

If you appear on that list.

Maybe something will be found out.

Therefore, absolutely not!

It doesn’t bother her!

Advertisement

She is so in control of Xige.

Let some people do false evidence and provide proof that they have been in the
West Pavilion.

Gong Qianqiu quickly arranged this matter.

He was able to escape himself.

She was breathing heavily.

Who knew that a small mistake could have such a big impact?

Just about to be exposed.

one by one.

“I don’t know what happened to Xiao Feng?”

At this time, Xiao Feng received a message.

Gong Qianqiu had already said that he would meet with Xiao Feng less.

Therefore, she and Xiao Feng have specific contact information.

Xiao Feng told Gong Qianqiu everything that happened.

This scared Gong Qianqiu into a cold sweat.



It was almost revealed.

But this way, doesn’t it mean that Xiao Feng doubts himself?

Because apart from the people around Levi Garrison, only he knows the
information of Levi Garrison’s whereabouts.

“Don’t worry, Qianqiu, this matter has nothing to do with you, I will find out who
leaked Master’s whereabouts…”

Xiao Feng said.

Gong Qianqiu thought about it and said, “Xiao Feng, I actually leaked it out!”

“Ah? How?”

It made Xiao Feng surprised.

“It’s me trying to protect the master! I leaked my mouth and was known by
others!”

“Someone told me that the master and you will be finished, the Suppressing
Demon Division will be unified, and the eternal kingdom will also kill the master!
I said that the master is not afraid, even he has already gone to destroy the
eternal kingdom…”

“I’m sorry, I missed the point!”

…

Hearing this, Xiao Feng felt very familiar. Isn’t that what he said?

But this is what Gong Qianqiu said.

He was convinced.

And there’s a good reason for that.

In addition, Gong Qianqiu is not such a person, he believes.

Xiao Feng immediately comforted: “So that’s the case! Qianqiu has nothing to do,
pay attention next time. Don’t blame yourself, this has not caused us any loss!”

Gong Qianqiu stabilized Xiao Feng and still grasped it.

As long as he admits it, Xiao Feng will not think about it.

I won’t check anything.



“Xiao Feng’s situation will be even more dangerous in the future… The
reunification of the Demon Suppression Division is basically completed, I am
afraid that they will assassinate these actions! I am here to investigate at any
time…”

“In this way, we will contact you once a day in the future, and I will tell you the
latest situation…”

Xiao Feng naturally agreed: “I understand!”

the other side.

After Shentianjian found these corpses, he immediately understood.

Begin to intensify the investigation.

After Dugu Tuo knew everything, he also smiled: “It’s the people inside us! We
must find out as soon as possible!”

“And the last time the Three Saints of the North Pavilion were taken away by the
Shadow Guard, it was probably this faction that was at work!”

“Send some people to contact the Shadowguard to see who they have worked
with recently…”
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Now for Gong Qianqiu.

It’s a real crisis.

Levi Garrison and Shen Tianjian are both investigating.

Her next space will be getting smaller and smaller.

In particular, Xiao Feng’s chess piece should be used with caution.

At most, it is to inquire about Levi Garrison’s information, and it is no longer
enough to ask him to do anything more.

Advertisement
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It was easy to be discovered by Levi Garrison.

After this exposure, Levi Garrison definitely raised his vigilance.

Will pay attention to all around.

What she needs now is to improve her strength.

Advertisement

That way you can protect yourself!

It is necessary to create a devouring spirit root spirit bone as soon as possible.

not good!

Now she can no longer intensify the contradiction between Levi Garrison and
Zhen Mosi.

After all, both parties knew of her intentionally intensifying plan.

If she had a plan, no one would believe her.

Instead, he exposes himself.

Another bad point is that both Levi Garrison and Zhen Mosi will stop temporarily.

Both of them will go after themselves with all their might.

Advertisement

In this way, no one can restrain Levi Garrison at all…

Totally detrimental to myself.

What about the Xuanming aliens?

If they were there, they could still contain Levi Garrison.

But they just disappeared out of thin air.



Found at all.

After coping with the search of Shentianjian, Gong Qianqiu immediately returned
to the corpse pit.

Let’s see how the Bone Master is doing.

The top ten arrogances are dying and lingering on.

Their current state is that they only have empty shells, and their souls are long
gone.

When they saw Gong Qianqiu, they didn’t react at all.

There was no change in human mood either.

That’s what it’s like to be dead!

Indifferent to anything and everything.

Some people live and die.

That’s how they are.

Even in the face of their fear Gong Qianqiu is like this.

However, Gong Qianqiu is no longer their fear.

They have nothing to fear.

Gong Qianqiu is also not interested in watching them.

However, the three Xu Qingya next to them saw Gong Qianqiu’s sorrow.

You know, Gong Qianqiu has never been like this for so long.

Something must have happened.

Think about it, there is a high probability that it was discovered by Levi
Garrison…

Or have noticed her.

“Hahaha……”

“Let Levi Garrison find out, right? He has a sad face!”



“Don’t struggle! Levi Garrison will find you sooner or later!”

Xu Qingya smiled immediately.

These words were like a knife, stinging Gong Qianqiu fiercely.

This is more serious than what Levi Garrison found.

Shen Tianjian also participated.

Her situation is very difficult.

“Clap clap clap…”

Gong Qianqiu came to Xu Qingya and slapped her in the face with a slap in the
face.

“Slut, slut, slut…”

Gong Qianqiu vented his anger fiercely.

Xu Qingya bleeds continuously, but she still smiled: “You only have this ability…
The more you hit me, the more afraid you are!”

“Let me guess where Levi Garrison and the others have come? Did you expose
something? Even the Town Demon Division found out?”

The more Xu Qingya analyzed, the more angry Gong Qianqiu became.

Most importantly, she was right.

Gong Qianqiu can only say coldly: “So what? After I succeed, they are not my
opponents!”

“Just wait and see, I will definitely succeed before Levi Garrison finds me!”

Gong Qianqiu ignored Xu Qingya and the others.

Instead, he came to the bone master to ask how the progress was.

“Three days! Three more days to complete!”

“Originally, it would take several months! Fortunately, this girl’s spiritual roots
and bones are devouring attributes, and if there is a foundation, it will be very
fast!”

said the bone master.



“it is good!”

Gong Qianqiu was immediately excited.

I thought it would take ten days and a half.

Did not think of three days!

For her now, time is life.

She could be exposed at any time.

As long as it has terrifying strength before it is exposed.

She will fear nothing.

Even if it is not as good as Levi Garrison for the time being.
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